
Crazy 1641 

Chapter 1641: North Africa spy film (3) 

 

“The fake female police officer was riding a black-smoking motorcycle, speeding along the market. Since 

Ding Lan was close behind, she stepped on the gas recklessly and rampaged through the crowd … ” 

“The market was made up of small alleys, and the crowd was already crowded. As the motorcycles 

roared and rushed over, it immediately caused chaos. ” 

A few customers who were about to buy something were knocked down by the motorcycle and fell 

down … 

“One of the chicken stalls was also destroyed by the motorcycle, and the chicken cage was broken. 

Many roosters and hens ran out, and the wild dogs next to them barked, putting on a real show of 

chickens flying and dogs jumping … ” 

“Ding Lan, of course, knew the importance of this fake policewoman, so she immediately chased after 

her with her long legs, weaving back and forth in the crowd … ” 

“Although Ding Lan had a gun, there were so many people in the market that she didn’t dare to shoot 

rashly, so she could only chase with all her might. ” 

“However, because of the chaos caused by the motorcycle, many people gathered together and blocked 

Ding Lan’s path. ” 

“In the blink of an eye, the fake female police officer turned into another alley on her motorcycle and 

disappeared from Ding Lan’s sight. ” 

“Tut, tut, tut … ” 

“The fake policewoman shuttled through the alley quickly, turning left and right, and finally turned into 

an unusually narrow alley with relatively few pedestrians. ” 

“She raised her head and saw that the end of the alley was the main road. As long as she could drive 

out, she would no longer have to worry about the people chasing her. ” 

“Hence, she stepped on the gas pedal and drove the motorcycle to its maximum speed, heading straight 

to the end of the alley. ” 

“However, just as she was about to leave the alley, an unknown object suddenly flew over from the roof 

to her right! ” 

The unknown object was vicious and accurate as it headed straight for the fake female police officer … 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“Although the fake policewoman realized the danger, the unknown object was too fast for her to react 

and she was hit on the spot! ” 

Bang … 



The unknown object hit the fake female police officer’s right shoulder with a muffled sound. 

Ah … 

The fake policewoman screamed and lost her balance. 

Wuuu … 

“The motorcycle swerved and crashed into a stone block at the side of the alley. With a loud bang, the 

motorcycle was spun around, and the fake policewoman was thrown out … ” 

Roll roll roll … 

“The fake policewoman rolled on the ground a few times, and her back hit the wall heavily! ” 

“If it had been an ordinary person, they would have fainted after suffering such a violent impact. ” 

“However, the fake policewoman was particularly resistant. After the initial dizziness, she actually held 

her right arm and slowly stood up against the wall. ” 

“After she stood up, she finally realized that the unknown object that had hit her was a brick! ” 

“Looking up, he saw that Zhao Yu had appeared on the roof of the two-story building on his right! ” 

“Without a doubt, the brick was Zhao Yu ‘s. ” 

He was an expert in smacking bricks! 

“Just now, when Zhao Yu saw the fake policewoman running away on the motorcycle, he didn’t think 

much and quickly used the invisible drone to detect the fake policewoman’s escape route. ” 

“He saw that the market was crowded, so he didn’t follow Ding Lan. Instead, he climbed up to the roof, 

took a shortcut, and blocked the fake policewoman’s way. Then, he sneaked an attack on her with a 

brick! ” 

“Although moving bricks in Morocco wasn’t very easy, at least they hit their targets. ” 

“At that moment, Zhao Yu was standing on the roof, looking around carefully, trying to find a way to get 

to the ground. However, there were only two-story buildings here, and there was no ladder. ” 

Ah … 

“After seeing Zhao Yu, the fake policewoman was shocked and quickly ran towards the main road. ” 

F * ck … 

Zhao Yu was also shocked. Were all moroca bricks hollow? He could still run after being smashed like 

this? 

“This time, Zhao Yu was anxious. He ran a few steps along the roof, only to find that the place the fake 

policewoman had run to had become a one-story house. ” 

Alright! 



“Zhao Yu was used to chasing after criminals, so he didn’t think much. He took a few steps back, then 

jumped up from the roof. ” 

“Suddenly, Zhao Yu’s movements were extremely beautiful. He drew a perfect arc in the air and landed 

directly on the roof of the bungalow. ” 

“However, at this critical moment, Zhao Yu had forgotten one thing. If the bricks in Morocco were not as 

good as the bricks China, then how could the roofs in Morocco be stronger than those in China? ” 

Kacha! 

“There was a hole in the roof, and the roof collapsed, leaving a big hole. Zhao Yu fell into the house! ” 

Ah … 

Ah … 

Something even more exciting happened. Below the bungalow was a public bath! 

“Moreover, the most melodramatic thing was that it was not the men’s bathtub! ” 

“As soon as Zhao Yu fell, he suddenly heard waves of women’s screams, each higher than the last. ” 

“Fortunately, the Arabic-style bath was filled with steam. Zhao Yu staggered up from the ground, then 

quickly took advantage of the steam to escape! ” 

“As he ran, he secretly rejoiced. Fortunately, he had landed on the ground after falling down. If he had 

fallen into the pool, it would have been even more lively … ” 

“In fact, even though the house was not very tall, Zhao Yu had fallen quite hard. His Berber-style 

headscarf had long disappeared, and his wide robe was full of holes. He was covered in dirt, looking like 

a beggar’s disciple. ” 

“When he ran out of the bathtub, he felt like he was seeing stars and his entire body was in pain … ” 

“The door of the bathroom faced the main road. After Zhao Yu ran out of the bathroom, he saw that the 

fake policewoman had run into a restaurant across the street! ” 

“Zhao Yu had no reason to give up, so he immediately crossed the road and went into the restaurant. ” 

“The restaurant was very lively, and there were people everywhere. The fragrant smell of food made 

Zhao Yu feel hungry. ” 

“After Zhao Yu went in, he did not see any trace of the fake policewoman, so he quickly went straight to 

the kitchen. ” 

“However, after searching for a while in the kitchen area, he still couldn’t find his target. ” 

Terrible! 

Zhao Yu quickly turned on the surveillance image sent back by the invisible drone. He then found a 

suspicious target in the courtyard behind the restaurant. 



“Unexpectedly, in order to shake off Zhao Yu, the fake policewoman took off her police uniform and 

turned into an inconspicuous Arab woman. ” 

“Luckily, Zhao Yu remembered her face. Otherwise, she would have found a loophole. ” 

“Hence, Zhao Yu found a small door and ran out of the restaurant. ” 

“With the drone’s precise location, Zhao Yu wasn’t afraid that the woman would run away. So, when he 

passed by the kitchen area, he took a famous local triangular shortbread and tried it. ” 

This kind of bean paste shortbread was quite delicious … 

“After passing through the backyard, Zhao Yu walked along a few alleys and finally stopped the fake 

policewoman in a dead end covered in wild grass. ” 

“Hu Chi, Hu Chi … ” 

“As she had run too fast, the fake policewoman had her hands on her knees and looked like she was 

panting. ” 

“However, to Zhao Yu’s surprise, after seeing that she had no way to escape, not only did the fake 

policewoman not panic, but she also showed a relieved expression. ” 

“The next second, although she was still gasping for breath, she suddenly waved her five fingers at Zhao 

Yu, making an extremely contemptuous and provocative gesture. ” 

He was showing off to Zhao Yu. 

“If you have the guts, come and catch me! ” 

“What Zhao Yu couldn’t stand the most was someone looking down on him, let alone a woman. ” 

“So, Zhao Yu immediately swallowed the shortbread in his mouth, then rolled up his sleeves and rushed 

over. ” 

Chapter 1642: North Africa spy film (4) 

 

Cough cough … 

Cough cough … Cough … 

“After Zhao Yu had fought five rounds with the fake policewoman, he was hit in the heart by her elbow. 

He suddenly felt nauseated and vomited all the triangular shortbread that he had just swallowed. ” 

Thump … 

“Zhao Yu was kicked in the back, and he fell flat on his back. ” 

Spit … 

“Zhao Yu spat twice, then quickly turned around and pounced on the fake policewoman again … ” 

“As the saying goes, once an expert makes a move, one will know if he has it or not. ” 



“When Zhao Yu fought with the fake policewoman, he immediately understood why the woman looked 

at him with disdain. It turned out that this woman, who didn’t look strong, was actually quite capable. ” 

“Her movements were completely different from those that Zhao Yu had learned before. There were no 

tricks or routines, and they looked a little strange, but they were very practical. Every move hit his sore 

spot. ” 

“This feeling was similar to when he saw the actions of the Korea agent, Lee Bencheng, on Miracle 

Island. ” 

It seemed like … 

The fake policewoman in front of him should also be a well-trained Special Agent or spy. 

“But, in Zhao Yu’s memory, didn’t agents all carry guns with them? ” 

“However, with his invisible detector, he didn’t detect any pistol or other weapons on the other party. 

There were only a lot of electronic devices. ” 

He wondered what background this woman had. 

“Zhao Yu felt that, having experienced so many life and death battles in the past, what kind of enemy 

had he not encountered? Even if the woman in front of him was a well-trained secret agent expert, he 

shouldn’t have been so unsightly, right? ” 

“However, that was the truth. After the fight started, Zhao Yu always felt that he had a lot of brute force 

but could not use it. ” 

“This woman’s movements seemed strange, but they were sharp and Swift. Not only could she easily 

avoid his attacks, but she could also always find an opportunity to counterattack, forcing him to be 

unable to use his strength. ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Although Zhao Yu was quick-witted, he was stubborn. The more he couldn’t take down this woman, the 

more embarrassed he felt. Gradually, his blood started to boil, and he fought even more impatiently. ” 

“He spread his arms, planning to take the risk of being beaten to hold this woman first, and then use his 

own strength to trap her. ” 

“However, the other party dodged his bear hugs easily. ” 

Wayaya … 

“Zhao Yu was so angry that he beat his chest like a man-Ape, then used the whirlwind kick that Miao 

Ying had taught him to kick the other party. ” 

“However, the woman stopped in her tracks, and only lowered her head to avoid Zhao Yu’s whirlwind 

kick when it was about to hit her. ” 

“As she lowered her head to avoid the kick, she did a beautiful mid-air sweep, and her heel kicked Zhao 

Yu’s knee! ” 



“Oh, oh … ” 

“Whirlwind kick was a wide-range movement. As soon as his knee was hit, Zhao Yu lost his balance and 

fell to the ground. ” 

Ah … 

“Zhao Yu was about to go crazy. He immediately patted the ground hard, propped himself up with both 

hands, and got ready to fight again. ” 

“However, just as he turned his head, he saw an unexpected scene. He saw that the fake policewoman 

who had just kicked him down was also sent flying in the air and fell heavily to the ground! ” 

“After he got up, blood even seeped out from the corner of his mouth. ” 

Eh? 

“When he shifted his gaze, he was shocked to see that his sister-in-law, Ding Lan, had already arrived! ” 

“Her left leg was suspended in the air, parallel to the ground. It was obvious that she was the one who 

had kicked the fake Caitlyn to the ground! ” 

“The sun shone on Ding Lan at a 45-degree angle, making her look like a spotlight on a stage, making her 

look even taller and bigger! ” 

Spit … 

“However, the fake officer didn’t show any fear when she saw Ding Lan. She got up from the ground, 

wiped the blood from the corner of her mouth, and got into a fighting stance. ” 

“Ding Lan retracted her long legs and put away her gun, getting into a fighting stance. ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“This time, Zhao Yu was in a difficult position. ” 

“Looking at the situation, it was obvious that the two women were going to fight to see who was better, 

and it seemed inappropriate for a man like him to participate, right? ” 

“Although they were both Masters, it would be too embarrassing if they ganged up on a woman for Ding 

Lan. ” 

Alright! 

Zhao Yu thought that this was a good opportunity to see what his sister-in-law was capable of. 

“Hence, Zhao Yu took two steps back to give them some space. ” 

“As a result, just as Zhao Yu took a step back, the fake policewoman suddenly rushed forward and 

pounced on Ding Lan. ” 

“This time, the situation seemed to be reversed. After seeing the opponent’s attack, Ding Lan didn’t 

move. She waited until the fake policewoman was about to kick her, then kicked her ankle. With one 

kick, she easily dispelled the attack! ” 



“Next, the two female experts ‘fists and legs met, and they fought fiercely. ” 

“It was also Zhao Yu’s first time seeing such a high-level fight between women. Although it was not a 

violent and powerful fight, the two sides were fighting so ferociously that it was very exciting. ” 

“Their movements were known for their speed, and in just a few seconds, they could fight several 

rounds. Moreover, their movements and moves were particularly sharp, and they looked particularly 

thrilling. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu could clearly see that, although it looked like they were in a deadlock, Ding Lan had 

already gained the upper hand. ” 

“She was as quiet as a Virgin and as agile as a rabbit. Every movement seemed so mature and confident. 

She could always predict the opponent’s attack route in advance. Not only did she destroy the 

opponent’s attack, but she also gave an accurate counterattack. ” 

“Moreover, Ding Lan was taller and had longer legs. She had an innate advantage, and her strength was 

slightly higher than her opponent ‘s. ” 

“And so, after dozens of rounds, the fake Caitlyn’s disadvantage became more and more obvious. She 

started to show her flaws, and Ding Lan seized the opportunity to win. ” 

“Finally, after a dozen more rounds, Ding Lan kicked the fake policewoman’s calf, and she fell to one 

knee. ” 

“Then, Ding Lan wrapped an arm around her neck, making it impossible for her to move. ” 

“””Wu…Wuwu …”” ” 

“Because Ding Lan had tightened her grip, not only was the fake policewoman unable to break free, but 

she was also unable to breathe. Her eyes rolled back and she was about to pass out. ” 

“””Atubo … Wahuala kamukiya …”” ” 

“However, at this critical moment, the fake policewoman started to shout in Arabic with all her might. At 

the same time, she slapped Ding Lan’s arm with her palm, which meant that she was going to admit 

defeat. ” 

“However, this wasn’t a competition, so how could he admit defeat? Ding Lan wanted nothing more 

than to suffocate her and then subdue her. ” 

“In the end, the fake policewoman couldn’t hold it in anymore. She opened her mouth and shouted in 

Chinese,””””Zhao Yu, I want Zhao Yu!”” ” 

I’m down! 

“Hearing the ghostly voice, Zhao Yu almost fell to the ground. ” 

What the hell was this? 

Did she … Just call my name? 

“It’s fine if you’re calling my name, but what do you mean by “”I want Zhao Yu””? ” 



“The fake policewoman’s shouts naturally attracted Ding Lan’s attention. If she had really shouted Zhao 

Yu’s name, it would mean that there was a big problem. ” 

“So, Ding Lan had no choice but to let go of the fake policewoman’s neck, pull out her gun, and point it 

at her. ” 

Chapter 1643: I want Zhao Yu 

 

“””Cough, cough … Cough, cough …”” The fake policewoman’s face was red from the strangulation. She 

gasped for breath a few times with difficulty before she coughed and caught her breath. ” 

“””You know Zhao Yu?”” “”Tell me, Who are you?”” Ding Lan asked in Arabic after making sure that no 

one was around. ” 

“””Cough cough … Cough cough …”” The fake policewoman coughed violently a few more times, then 

gestured to the headphones on her ears. ” 

“After she took off her headphones, she reached into the inner pocket of her shirt, wanting to take 

something out. ” 

“Zhao Yu knew that the woman didn’t have any lethal weapons on her, so he wasn’t worried that she 

would take the opportunity to resist. But Ding Lan wasn’t sure. She immediately pointed her gun at the 

man and warned him to slow down. ” 

Ding Lan was only relieved when she saw that the fake police officer had taken out a phone. 

“””Zhuoyu, zhuoyu …”” The fake policewoman repeated Zhao Yu’s name in rather non-standard 

Chinese, then raised her phone and gestured. ” 

It seemed like the woman wanted Zhao Yu to answer the phone. 

“Zhao Yu looked at Ding Lan, then at the detector in his brain. After making sure that there was nothing 

wrong with the phone, he took the phone and put it to his ear. ” 

“In the end, a long string of chanting in Arabic came from the phone, and a man with a sharp voice was 

mumbling something … ” 

‘F * ck …’ 

“Zhao Yu’s brows furrowed, and he was even more confused. ” 

“””Video …”” Ding Lan, who knew Arabic, understood the main point. She quickly reminded Zhao Yu that 

the person on the phone wanted him to turn on the video call. ” 

“Zhao Yu turned on the phone screen and looked at it. Although it was all in Arabic, he saw a green 

button that looked like a video call. ” 

Oh … 

So it was like this. 



“After he pressed the button, a video appeared on the screen. A man wearing an Arabic headscarf 

occupied the entire screen. ” 

“””Hey, Zhao Yu, how are you?”” The man first greeted Zhao Yu in stiff Chinese, then changed to English 

and said a lot of things in rapid succession. ” 

F * ck! 

What was going on? 

“Zhao Yu looked at the Arab man on the screen, his right hand holding his forehead as he asked in 

surprise, “”Isn’t … Isn’t this the chieftain? Why are you here?”” ” 

“That’s right, this man was the Arabian yousufu who had once participated in a detective salon on 

Miracle Island with her! ” 

“Miao kun and the others all called him “”chieftain.”” ” 

Zhao Yu would never have thought that the person who made the call would be him. 

“After seeing that he was speaking in English, Zhao Yu had to use a simultaneous translator to 

understand what he was saying. ” 

“””Don’t misunderstand, it’s not ‘I want Zhao Yu’, but ‘I want Zhao Yu to answer the phone’. She doesn’t 

understand Chinese at all …”” You SUFU explained,””so, don’t you ever have any ideas about my 

beautiful assistant. She will never sleep with you …”” ” 

“””Damn, what nonsense are you talking about? Don’t do these useless things!”” Zhao Yu pointed at the 

fake policewoman and asked,””this is one of your people, right? What do you want to do? Why did she 

appear at Hu lingye’s house?”” ” 

“””What do I want to do? Of course, it’s Female!”” You SUFU finally smiled frivolously and said in an 

unusually serious tone,””do you know that my reputation has been ruined by him? How am I supposed 

to survive in this line of work in the future?”” ” 

You SUFU’s words were obviously inexplicable and confusing. 

“However, Zhao Yu’s eyes lit up, as he had guessed the main point. He first cursed, then pointed at you 

SUFU and shouted,””I understand now. So you’re the middleman! ” 

“””You were the one who introduced the information broker to Miao kun, weren’t you?”” ” 

“””Oh, oh, I forgot that you’re a China detective. Your reaction is so fast!”” After you SUFU nodded and 

admitted it, she put on an innocent look.””But how did he die? ” 

“””Female Miao, don’t you think you should give me an explanation?”” ” 

“””Explain my ass!”” Zhao Yu scolded,””can’t you tell? Hu lingye had been killed, and Miao kun had gone 

missing. This meant that someone had been watching their deal! ” 

“””Tell me everything you know now, or it’ll be too late.”” ” 



“””Is he really missing?”” You SUFU frowned and pinched her nose.””I thought you were spreading false 

news!”” ” 

“””Why the hell are you spreading? “”You …”” As he spoke, Zhao Yu saw through the video that Yu 

SUFU’s hand was still bandaged. He asked in a hurry,””you … Where are you now?”” ” 

“””Hmph! How can you reveal my whereabouts?”” You SUFU stiffened her neck and said,””I’m not 

telling you. I’m still F * cking recuperating in Suwa!”” ” 

“””My arm has already had three operations. True God, what sin did I commit in my past life …”” ” 

“Suva was the capital of Fiji. After the incident at the island of wonder, Yusoff’s right arm was seriously 

injured and she had to undergo surgery in Suva’s Hospital. ” 

She didn’t expect that he still hadn’t recovered after such a long time. 

“””But, I don’t understand …”” You SUFU said excitedly.””If the murderer just wanted to grab Hu lingye’s 

documents, why did he have to do it when they were trading? Why didn’t he kill Miao kun as well? 

Instead, he went missing? ” 

“””Why do I feel like there’s something wrong with the Female seedlings?”” ” 

“In fact, you SUFU’s words were very reasonable. This was also one of the reasons why Secret Service 

suspected that Miao kun had betrayed them. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu’s position was clear. At this critical moment, he could not show any weakness or 

hesitation, so he immediately shouted at you SUFU,”” ” 

“””What’s the use of saying all this nonsense now! “”Hurry up,”” Zhao Yu urged,””give me the 

information about Hu lingye. Only this clue can help us figure out the truth.”” ” 

“””Oh? “”Well …”” You SUFU frowned and said,””sure, we’re on the same side, so of course we have to 

cooperate!”” ” 

“””However, you should know that in our line of work, even though Hu lingye is dead, if I sell out her 

information, then my reputation …”” ” 

“””Go to hell!”” Zhao Yu pointed at the fake policewoman and shouted,””I’m warning you, don’t play 

dumb with me. Your beautiful assistant has a camera on her, so you knew and saw everything that 

happened just now, and you recognized that I was the one who chased her, right?”” ” 

“””This …”” You SUFU was instantly speechless. ” 

“””Oh,”” Zhao Yu sneered,””you were only willing to contact me after we subdued your beautiful 

assistant, right? What are you planning? ” 

“””Could it be that if she can beat us, we’ll just let this matter go?”” Zhao Yu said ruthlessly,””chieftain, I 

know what you’re planning. You also want to get a share of Hu lingye’s information, right?”” ” 

“””I … Um …”” You SUFU was speechless, and her face turned red. ” 

“””Good! You asked for this, don’t blame me for being ruthless …”” ” 



“Then, Zhao Yu gave Ding Lan a look. Ding Lan understood what he meant and immediately pointed the 

gun at the fake policewoman’s back again. ” 

“””Don’t say anything. I’m going to take your beautiful assistant back to the Morocco police station now 

for interrogation …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the fake policewoman and said,””let’s see who will suffer the 

most!”” ” 

“””Don ‘t, don’ t, don ‘t, that’s not what I meant …”” Seeing Zhao Yu take action, you SUFU was really 

anxious, and quickly pleaded,””Okay, okay, okay, I’ll tell you, I’ll tell you …”” ” 

“””I’ll definitely tell you everything I know!!”” ” 

Chapter 1644: an expert in front of you 

 

“1 p.m., A restaurant in Casabianca. ” 

“””My name is amiola.”” At an inconspicuous table in the corner, the fake policewoman was introducing 

the situation to Zhao Yu and Zhao Yu.””I’m Yosuke’s assistant.”” ” 

“””I came to Casabianca to investigate the truth behind Hu lingye’s death.”” ” 

“””We already know that,”” Zhao Yu took a sip of the local fruit tea and said straightforwardly,””hurry 

up and tell us, who is this Hu lingye?”” ” 

“””She’s not from Morocco. She used to work for the United States, but later resigned for various 

reasons. ” 

“””She’s proficient in intelligence collection and analysis. For a long time, she has been hiding in various 

European countries and makes a living by selling intelligence. ” 

“””However, you guys should already know about the world’s richest man, londee, right?”” “”In order to 

earn enough money for her retirement, Hu lingye has been working hard on londee’s disappearance and 

searching for his whereabouts all over the world,”” amerolan said in a low voice. ” 

“””In the end, a year ago, after analyzing the data, she suspected that londee might have appeared in 

Morocco, or was in Morocco right now. ” 

“””So, she came to Casabianca. ” 

“””Finally, after a year of searching, her investigation has made some progress and found a lot of vital 

information. ” 

“””However, even though she had the information, she knew that she did not have the ability to find 

londee and get the one billion bounty, so she contacted our boss,”” said Laura Mei as she made a 

helpless gesture.””And our boss did not have that much ability, so he simply took advantage of the 

situation and introduced this deal to Female Miao! ” 

“””We know that Female Miao has also been looking for londee. Not only is he interested in this deal, 

but he also has the strength! ” 



“””So, as the middleman, we arranged a meeting for them, but we didn’t expect … Sigh …”” ” 

“””Then … What did Hu lingye offer?”” Zhao Yu was thirsty, so he finished the entire cup of fruit tea. ” 

“””If we can find londee, Hu lingye will give us 200 million in Commission, and our boss will give us 100 

million,”” said Laura Mei.””However, during the transaction, Female Miao will have to pay a deposit of 1 

million euros and some other valuable information.”” ” 

“””This condition … Isn’t it a little unreasonable?”” Zhao Yu looked at Ding Lan, then shook his head and 

said,””it sounds like an empty promise, doesn’t it? ” 

“””If the information is false, then wouldn’t the one million euros be in vain?”” ” 

“””Not exactly,”” amerolan said.””People in the intelligence business know the rules. If Hu lingye gave 

Miao false information, not only would the deposit be refunded, but they would also be out of the 

business! ” 

“””So, my boss believes that Hu lingye’s information should be true.”” ” 

“””Alright,”” Ding Lan said.””Now, tell me, what have you found?”” Why did you appear at Hu lingye’s 

house?”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” Amiola frowned slightly, as if she was in a difficult position. However, following the 

instructions of Yu SUFU through her earphones, she quickly nodded and said to Zhao Yu and su 

lingyue,””since things have come to this point, we won’t play riddles with you anymore. ” 

“””To tell you the truth, my boss didn’t send me to Morocco to investigate Hu lingye’s death, nor to 

track down the whereabouts of the Female Miao …”” ” 

“””I just want to find the information that Hu lingye found,”” Zhao Yu said before amerola could 

finish.””So that you have the chance to sell the information to others!”” ” 

“””…”” Amiola shrugged and didn’t deny it. ” 

“””I don’t understand. What are Hu lingye, you SUFU, and Female Miao thinking?”” Zhao Yu shook his 

head and sighed.””The richest man in the world who has been missing for six years. Why do you believe 

that he is still alive? ” 

“””In the past six years, no one had ever sent out a blackmail letter. His disappearance was obviously 

not a kidnapping blackmail, but a murder to silence him!”” ” 

“””No,”” amiola denied.””Londee should still be alive. Although no one has sent out any blackmail 

letters, someone has seen him in the past six years! ” 

“””The disappearance of the world’s richest man is a little complicated. ” 

“””This definitely involves some powerful forces, terrorist organizations, illegal groups, and so on. Their 

strength may even surpass that of the country, so most people don’t dare to touch londee’s case! ” 

“””Look,”” said Lara as she spread her hands.””Even the Female seedlings are in trouble. This is a good 

example. “” ” 



“””Hmph, humans die for wealth, birds die for food.”” Zhao Yu sighed.””Since it’s so dangerous, why did 

you SUFU send you here to look for information?”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” Amiola smiled and made a helpless gesture. ” 

“””You still haven’t told me,”” Ding Lan’s eyes glinted sharply as she coldly asked amerolan,””why are 

you at Hu lingye’s house? what are you looking for?”” ” 

“””This … Um … Alright …”” ” 

“Amelia had picked up a glass of water and was about to drink it, but when she heard Ding Lan’s words, 

she had no choice but to put it down and take out an electronic component the size of a lighter from her 

pocket. ” 

“””This is …”” Zhao Yu didn’t know what it was, but it could be detected by his invisible detector, just 

that the name was not displayed. ” 

“””I understand.”” Ding Lan recognized the device and picked it up.””This is an address skipping device, 

a device for hackers.”” ” 

“””Yes,”” amerolan nodded.””I found it in Hu lingye’s wireless router! Fortunately, the local police didn’t 

find out …”” ” 

“””An address skipping device? What do you mean by that?”” Zhao Yu asked,””can you provide a fake 

address?”” ” 

“””Something like that, but …”” Ding Lan fiddled with the electronic device and said,””its biggest use is 

to attract targets.”” ” 

“””Attract the target?”” Zhao Yu still didn’t understand. ” 

“””That is to say …”” Amiola explained,””the house that we saw was fake. It was used to attract the 

police. Her real office and residence were not there!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu pondered for a moment, then suddenly realized something.””Oh … That house was 

just for decoration!”” ” 

“””Yes, that’s a common trick of a high-level hacker,”” Ding Lan said.””Even if the police found them and 

found their IP address, they wouldn’t be able to catch them!”” ” 

“””Wow,”” Zhao Yu’s eyes lit up,””that is to say, if we can find Hu lingye’s real address, then we …”” ” 

“””That’s right,”” Ding Lan agreed.””Then we might be able to find information on londee’s missing 

case!”” ” 

“””If we can find londee …”” Zhao Yu wanted to say that they would be rich, but he changed his 

mind.””We can find Miao kun!”” ” 

“””There are usually two of these, and they’re released both ways.”” Ding Lan stared at the electronic 

parts and said,””so, if we know one, we have a chance to know where the other is! ” 



“””However, an expert like Hu lingye would usually encrypt the signal!”” Ding Lan then took out her 

phone and said,””it looks like I’ll have to find an expert to crack this!”” ” 

“””Hmm … I don’t think there’s a need!”” Amiola stopped Ding Lan, pointed at herself, and said,””I’m 

the expert you were talking about. My equipment is in my bag. I promise I’ll be done in an hour!”” ” 

Chapter 1645: The nameless bar 

 

“At fouro’ clock in the afternoon, Ding Lan drove her Chevrolet to a building in the downtown area of 

Casabianca. ” 

“The building was only two stories tall, and all the doors and windows were sealed. The walls were 

covered in graffiti, and only half of the neon lights at the gate were left. At first glance, it was a desolate 

scene with no one. ” 

“However, there were many cars parked on the street in front of this desolate building. Moreover, these 

cars were generally very high-end, such as BMWs and Mercedes Benz. ” 

“””Arabs don’t drink …”” At this time, amerolla, who was sitting in the front passenger seat of the car, 

said to Zhao Yu and Zhao Yu in a serious tone,””so, most of the people in this bar are foreigners!”” ” 

“””Is this really a bar?”” Zhao Yu looked at the building suspiciously,””why does it look like an 

abandoned warehouse?”” ” 

“””It’s indeed a bar!”” Ding Lan looked at the information she received on her phone and said,””the bar 

doesn’t have a name, so the locals call it the nameless bar.”” ” 

“””Yes,”” amiola agreed.””It’s still daytime, and there will be more people at night!”” ” 

“””And,”” Ding Lan continued,””the main part of the bar is underground, and it looks more hidden. 

According to the rumors, this is the stronghold of a famous local gang. We have to be careful when we 

go in. “” ” 

“””Hey, isn’t this a little unscientific?”” Zhao Yu was puzzled.””Is Hu lingye’s signal really from here? Why 

was she living in this place? Don’t tell me … She’s still related to this gang?”” ” 

“””I’m not sure,”” amerolan said.””But the signal is still on, which means that the other address jump 

device is here.”” ” 

“””If we want to know the answer, we have to find it first.”” ” 

“””The bar doesn’t open until five in the afternoon,”” Ding Lan said.””We’d better wait until it opens and 

sneak in while there are many people!”” ” 

“””No, I don’t think there’s a need.”” Amerolla pointed to the luxury cars next to her and said,””see 

these luxury cars? According to the information I received, this place is not only an underground bar, but 

also an underground casino! ” 

“””Morocco’s casinos are world-famous! ” 



“””I can guarantee that there are already many people inside. “”If we pretend to be gamblers and go in, 

we won’t attract any suspicion …”” After that, amerolan looked at Zhao Yu and said seriously,””in fact, 

even if we find Hu lingye’s hiding place now, we can’t guarantee that we will find anything useful! ” 

“””So, I don’t want to waste any more time.”” ” 

“””Hmm … That’s exactly what I meant! “”I don’t want to wait any longer …”” Zhao Yu looked at the two 

beautiful women in the car and suddenly had an idea. He sighed and said,””Aiya, I haven’t experienced 

the feeling of being a rich man in a long time!”” ” 

“””Two beautiful ladies, I’ll have to trouble the two of you to cooperate with me today. Let this Big 

Brother show off for once!!”” ” 

…… 

“Ten minutes later, Zhao Yu and the two beautiful women got out of the car and walked towards the bar 

with their heads held high. ” 

“Zhao Yu, who had dressed up, was dressed fashionably, with sunglasses on his eyes and his chest held 

high. His aura was particularly strong! ” 

The two great beauties beside him were also graceful and radiant. They were as beautiful as they could 

be. 

Clang clang clang … 

“After arriving at the bar, Zhao Yu knocked on the door hard. ” 

“Very quickly, a small window on the large metal door opened, and a bald man appeared. ” 

It was obvious that the bald man was the security guard of the bar. 

“Amelia quickly went up to him and explained her purpose in Arabic, saying that Zhao Yu was a rich man 

from China and wanted to have “”entertainment”” with them. ” 

“In the end, as expected, although Zhao Yu’s aura was strong, the security guard still cautiously asked 

for a membership card from them. ” 

“But, how could Zhao Yu and the others have a membership card? ” 

Alright! 

Zhao Yu had no choice but to take out a stack of US dollars from his pocket and wave it in front of the 

bald man. 

“””Did you see that?”” Amiola took the opportunity to say,””this is our membership card! It’s my boss’s 

first time doing business in Morocco. If you have fun here, I’ll visit you often in the future!”” ” 

“As there were many foreigners in the bar, and Zhao Yu and Ding Lan did indeed have typical East Asian 

faces, the bald man didn’t intend to turn them away. ” 

“However, his eyes were still fixed on the banknotes in Zhao Yu’s hand. He said in English,””at least, 

there should be an acquaintance to introduce you, right?”” ” 



“Zhao Yu had a synchronous translator, so he immediately understood what he meant. ” 

“””There are acquaintances, they’re here!”” Zhao Yu immediately took out a hundred-dollar bill and 

gave it to the bald man. ” 

“””Well …”” After the bald man took the money, his eyes flashed with greed as he said,””we have a rule 

here that you need to be introduced by three acquaintances before you can enter!”” ” 

“F * ck, I despise you! ” 

“Zhao Yu looked at the bald man with disdain, then unwillingly took out three notes and handed them to 

him. ” 

“The bald man was finally satisfied. He quickly opened the door for Zhao Yu and the others, then let 

them in. ” 

“””Distinguished guests, please go down from here …”” He pointed to the elevator in the corridor.””You 

are on the third floor of the basement. Take this. This is your temporary membership card. You can 

exchange it for chips later!”” ” 

“When he handed the temporary membership card to Zhao Yu, the bald man noticed the two beautiful 

women next to Zhao Yu. He was immediately attracted by their outstanding figures and looks. ” 

“Ding Lan was already a beauty with a perfect figure, and this amiola had an extraordinary temperament 

and was extremely beautiful. ” 

The way the bald man looked at Zhao Yu had changed from respect to jealousy. 

“The elevator was old and creaked. After Zhao Yu and the other two went in, it took them a long time to 

reach the so-called third underground floor. ” 

“A large iron gate appeared outside the elevator, and several burly security guards with wide waists 

stood next to the iron gate. ” 

“However, the security guards did not make things difficult for Zhao Yu. When Zhao Yu showed them his 

temporary membership card, they immediately opened the iron gate and let him in. ” 

“Although they were prepared, when Zhao Yu and the other two entered the iron door, they were still 

shocked by the situation inside. ” 

“He saw a large, resplendent, and luxuriously decorated Hall in front of him! ” 

“There were gambling tables and gambling machines everywhere in the hall. The hall was also packed 

with people, and it was extremely lively … ” 

Wow … F * ck! 

“Zhao Yu and the other two looked at each other, dumbfounded! Although he knew that there was an 

underground casino here, he did not expect it to be so high-end and luxurious! ” 

“Moreover, there were so many people? ” 

“Now, Zhao Yu finally understood why there were so many luxury cars parked outside. ” 



“After a closer look, Zhao Yu quickly realized that there were indeed many foreigners here, most of 

whom were Europeans with blond hair and blue eyes. ” 

“””Alright,”” amerolan, who recovered from her shock, said softly,””this is better. Let’s get down to 

business!”” ” 

“””The target we’re looking for is already very close to here!”” ” 

Chapter 1646: The underground Castle 

 

“The casino was extremely lively, but Zhao Yu and the other two were not in the mood to gamble. They 

followed the positioning device in amiola’s hands and headed straight for the target location. ” 

“Sure enough, the target location was not in the hall. The three of them walked out of the casino along a 

small path next to the bathroom, only to find that it was like an underground maze. It was connected in 

all directions, and there were many different areas. ” 

“Since the GPS could only determine the location, not the height, the three of them had to search the 

other floors before they could finally find their target. ” 

“After a few turns, they finally found a staircase. To their surprise, they found that the casino was not 

located on the bottom of the building. There were even deeper floors below. ” 

“””I see,”” Zhao Yu said.””The above-ground part of the house should be the bar! The casino’s main hall 

is on the third underground floor, so …”” ” 

“””That’s why,”” amiola nodded,””we should go down!”” ” 

“””Is that so?”” Ding Lan raised her objection.””Do you think Hu lingye would live in a place like this? 

Didn’t they say that intelligence dealers liked to live in places with convenient transportation and easy 

escape? ” 

“””If the exit is blocked, where can she run to?”” ” 

“””Maybe there’s a sewer down there. Isn’t a sewer a convenient place to escape?”” Zhao Yu smiled and 

comforted her,””anyway, since you’re here, let’s go down and take a look first!”” ” 

“After saying that, he was the first one to walk down the stairs. ” 

“In fact, Ding Lan had something else to say.””After all, Hu lingye’s incident had a lot of implications, and 

she was worried that there was a trap below! ” 

“However, just as Zhao Yu had said, since they had already investigated to this point, they had to go 

down and take a look no matter what. ” 

“And so, Ding Lan subconsciously touched her ankle, for her gun was hidden there. ” 

“The stairs were dark, and there were small lamps hanging on the walls. The three of them quickly 

arrived at the fourth underground floor. ” 



“In the end, they were shocked to find that the fourth underground floor was not the lowest floor. There 

were still five underground floors, or even deeper. ” 

“””Oh my God!”” Zhao Yu was shocked. He didn’t expect this place to be an underground Castle! ” 

“””Let’s start from this floor …”” Amerolan looked at the device and pointed in a direction. ” 

“””F * ck, can the signal be sent out in such a deep place?”” ” 

“Zhao Yu was a little hesitant, but he was the first to push open the small door and enter the fourth 

underground floor. ” 

“In the end, he immediately felt that something was wrong the moment he entered. ” 

“The style of the fourth underground floor suddenly changed. The corridor was filled with ambiguous 

colored lights, and the walls were filled with all kinds of filthy murals and photos. There were flirtatious 

women in skimpy clothes everywhere in the corridor … ” 

“As they walked further, they could hear the panting sounds that made one’s face turn red … ” 

“Holy sh * t, Zhao Yu was an old acquaintance who had been in the brothels. Although this place was far 

away overseas, he quickly figured out where he was. ” 

This place was actually … Happy red yard? 

“””Holy sh * t!”” Thinking about the bar and casino above, Zhao Yu couldn’t help but sigh. This wasn’t 

some nameless bar, but a multi-dimensional, multi-function Kongtong Entertainment City! ” 

The two ladies were a little embarrassed … 

“However, although this was a relatively sensitive place, Zhao Yu and the other two didn’t see too many 

guards or security guards, and no one came forward to make things difficult for them. ” 

There were only a few women who threw them seductive glances. 

“After searching for a while, amiola found that Hu lingye’s signal skipping device was not on this floor 

either. ” 

“Hence, they quickly left and returned to the stairwell. ” 

“””There are only two possibilities now,”” amerolaia whispered.””It’s either in the bar above or deeper 

underground!”” ” 

“””I think …”” ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu opened his mouth, he suddenly saw a group of strong men walking up the stairs. Most 

of these people had cigarettes in their mouths and tattoos on their bodies, giving them a fierce look. ” 

Zhao Yu instinctively wanted to avoid her. 

“However, those strong men came suddenly and walked quickly. They had already seen Zhao Yu and the 

other two, so it was obvious that they couldn’t avoid them. ” 

There was! 



“Thinking about the nature of this fourth-floor basement, Zhao Yu was quick-witted and turned around 

to kiss Ding Lan on the face. ” 

“What he meant was that he wanted to learn from the scenes in movies, using kisses to confuse the 

enemy so that the enemy would not doubt his identity. ” 

“Of course, he could also take advantage of the situation. ” 

“However, when he turned around, he suddenly realized a problem. There were two great beauties by 

his side, so … Which one should he kiss? ” 

“His first reaction, of course, was to kiss Ding Lan. After all, Ding Lan was his partner. ” 

“However, just as he moved his face closer, he couldn’t help but stop. ” 

“That was because he suddenly remembered how Ding Lan looked when she was fighting. He was 

hesitating. If he kissed her now, would he have to suffer a lot later? ” 

How about … 

He looked at amiola and wondered if foreign beauties would be more open. 

Should I … Kiss her? 

“Just as Zhao Yu was hesitating, the group of strong men had already arrived at the stairs, and it looked 

like they were about to bump into them. ” 

“But, at this critical moment, something that surprised Zhao Yu happened. Ding Lan took the initiative to 

approach Zhao Yu. She held Zhao Yu’s head and kissed him hard on the lips. ” 

“Mellaura’s reaction wasn’t slow. She immediately stretched out her hand and caressed Zhao Yu’s body. 

She used her lips to touch Zhao Yu’s ear, which was very charming … ” 

Wuuu … 

Wuuu … 

“Zhao Yu’s lips were soft, and his ears were soft. It was a very comfortable feeling … ” 

“Many strong men came forward. When they saw the scene in front of them, they didn’t have any 

doubts. They all laughed and looked at Zhao Yu with envy. ” 

“Someone made a joke in their local language, which made everyone laugh. One of them whistled, while 

another gave Zhao Yu a thumbs up. ” 

“Ten seconds later, the group of strong men continued to go upstairs and finally disappeared from Zhao 

Yu’s sight. ” 

“Ding Lan then let go of Zhao Yu and wiped her mouth, while mellaura stopped her alluring actions and 

returned to normal, as if nothing had happened. ” 

Hmm … 

“However, Zhao Yu obviously still wanted more. He closed his eyes and reminisced. ” 



“””It looks like …”” Ding Lan ignored Zhao Yu, pointed downstairs, and said to amerolan,””if I’m not 

wrong, it’s very likely that the local gang’s lair is down there. Does Hu lingye really live down there?”” ” 

“””I think so,”” amiola guessed.””Using this gang’s power is the best cover for her. So …”” ” 

“Hearing this, Zhao Yu opened his eyes, wiped the drool from the corner of his mouth, and said 

seriously,””how about this?”” I’ll go down and explore the way first. I’m a man, so it’s easier to talk 

things out!”” ” 

“””No way,”” Ding Lan retorted immediately.””You’re Asian. They’ll see through you if they see you!”” ” 

“””That’s right.”” Amiola observed the environment and waved her hand.””If we go together, we’ll just 

say we’re going the wrong way if we bump into them …”” ” 

“After saying that, amilora impatiently walked to the fifth underground floor … ” 

Chapter 1647: A spy? 

 

“Zhao Yu knew that, although amiola seemed to be very cooperative, she was actually not on the same 

side as him. ” 

“She was representing you SUFU’s interest Group, so she couldn’t let Zhao Yu act alone. ” 

“What if Zhao Yu found the information about the disappearance of the world’s richest man first, then 

left her behind? then she wouldn’t be able to explain it to you SUFU. ” 

“The reason why Ding Lan didn’t let Zhao Yu go down alone was entirely out of consideration for Zhao 

Yu’s safety. So, Zhao Yu knew very well that only Ding Lan was on his side. ” 

“However, the two beauties were quite professional. In order to confuse the enemy, they had kissed 

and flirted with Zhao Yu, but when the danger passed, they immediately returned to normal, as if 

nothing had happened. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu wasn’t a professional, and the ripples in his heart didn’t disappear so quickly. 

Reminiscing about Ding Lan’s intense kiss, he felt a little weird, and even a little guilty. ” 

Could it be that … This sister-in-law had really taken a fancy to him? 

“According to Ding Lan’s speculation, Zhao Yu and the other two all thought that the bar’s fifth 

underground floor was the lair of some gang. After they went down, they would encounter even more 

gang members, which was very dangerous. ” 

“However, when they really arrived at the fifth underground floor, they realized that it was completely 

different from what they had expected. ” 

“There was only a dimly lit corridor with few people. The rooms on both sides of the corridor were all 

locked small doors. Through the gaps in the doors, one could see that there were many boxes piled up 

inside. It was more like a storage place. ” 



“After entering the corridor, they did hear the sound of people talking, but the sound came from a 

certain room. There was no one guarding the corridor. ” 

“Seeing this, amilora was overjoyed. She quickly motioned for Zhao Yu and Ding Lan to look for the 

target while there was no one in the corridor. ” 

“The three of them didn’t dare to delay and immediately walked along the corridor quickly, coming to 

the depths. ” 

“At the end of the corridor, there was a fork. The deeper they went, the quieter it became. There were 

many empty rooms on both sides with doors open or without doors at all. ” 

“Seeing this, Zhao Yu was even more certain that this was not the lair of a gang, but an ordinary storage 

warehouse. ” 

“The deeper they went, the darker it became. Without any lighting equipment, the three of them fell 

into darkness and had to temporarily turn on the flashlight on their mobile phones. ” 

“After the three of them passed through a small mystical Hall, they finally found their target. There were 

many small rooms with locked iron doors side by side, and they were not much different from the ones 

he had seen before. ” 

“””This place … This should be the place …”” ” 

Amiola pointed at one of the iron gates. Hu lingye’s signal came from there. 

No way … 

Zhao Yu was even more worried. He felt that Hu lingye shouldn’t have chosen such a dark place. 

“””The door is locked!”” Ding Lan pulled on the metal door, but it didn’t move. ” 

“””Let me give it a try …”” Amiola seemed to have anticipated this situation. She immediately took out 

her tool bag and prepared to open the door. ” 

Ding Lan turned on the flashlight to light up the room for her. 

“Zhao Yu had wanted to use the universal lock picker to show off his skills, but seeing that he didn’t have 

many of them, he decided not to use them. ” 

“However, at the critical moment, he still used a life detector to detect if there were any unknown 

enemies hiding behind the door. ” 

“Fortunately, there were no life signals inside the door, so there should be no ambush. ” 

“Pretty skilled, amiola used only a few minutes to open the metal door. ” 

“Behind the door, there was a long and narrow tunnel. There were also many paper boxes on both sides 

of the tunnel, but the boxes were empty. They were all empty boxes without value. ” 

The three of them entered the tunnel and closed the metal door. 

“Just in case, Ding Lan took out her gun and walked in front. ” 



“The tunnel wasn’t long. After a small turn, another iron door appeared on the right. However, the door 

wasn’t locked. After entering, they finally saw a small rectangular house. ” 

“””We’ve arrived, this is the place!”” ” 

Amiola put down the positioning device in her hand and turned on the flashlight to illuminate the entire 

room. 

“Zhao Yu and Ding Lan observed the environment and found that it was a relatively dry room. There 

were a lot of canned food, a simple bed, and some daily necessities in the room. ” 

“From the looks of it, someone must have lived here before. ” 

“Very quickly, Zhao Yu found the light switch. After he pressed it, the entire room was finally brightly lit. 

” 

Oh … 

“After looking at the room, Zhao Yu and the other two finally understood. ” 

“Amiola pointed at the dense electric cables deep inside the cabin and said,””””No wonder Hu lingye 

was hiding in this place! ” 

“””This room is very close to the underground cable. She led the cable here!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan nodded.””I heard that the network in Morocco is all underground. Hu lingye can 

access the official website and the intranet through these underground networks to obtain more 

information. “” ” 

“””Look …”” Zhao Yu opened his hands.””There’s also a ventilation system here, which can maintain 

ventilation and dry. It’s indeed a great place to hide.”” ” 

“””But …”” He looked around and frowned.””There doesn’t seem to be a toilet here.”” What should I 

do?”” ” 

“Obviously, Zhao Yu’s words didn’t attract the attention of the two ladies. Their eyes were all focused on 

a table in the room, because there was a laptop on the table! ” 

“There was no doubt that if Hu lingye really had information on the disappearance of the world’s richest 

man, then the information would definitely be on her computer. ” 

“Thus, without looking at anything else, she quickly went to the computer and turned it on. ” 

“””It’s encrypted …”” Ding Lan wasn’t weak either. As soon as the computer was turned on, she saw the 

problem. ” 

“””No problem, I can crack it.”” As she spoke, she took out her tablet and connected it to Hu lingye’s 

computer. She began to crack her password. ” 

“At this time, Zhao Yu didn’t pay attention to the computer, but looked around the small room again. ” 

“There was food, drinks, cosmetics, clothes, bedding, and so on. There was still a woman’s scent on the 

simple bed. ” 



“From this, it could be seen that Hu lingye had indeed lived here. ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Although Zhao Yu didn’t know much about the life of an information broker, he still felt that Hu lingye’s 

identity was quite suspicious. ” 

“If it was just to sell information and make some money, wasn’t it a little too much to hide in such a 

lonely, cold, and isolated basement? was there a need to go so far? ” 

“Moreover, he had stolen Morocco’s underground network. Why did these operations seem more and 

more like a spy? ” 

Could it be that … Hu lingye’s original identity was a United States for the UA Intelligence Agency and 

she never resigned? 

“Could it be that while she was completing other missions, she had accidentally discovered the missing 

clues of the world’s richest man, londee? that was why she contacted Yusoff, hoping to earn some extra 

money! ” 

Then … 

“The UA United States agency was definitely not to be trifled with. Did they discover Hu lingye’s 

violation of discipline, so they created Hu lingye’s death and Miao kun’s disappearance? ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“If that was the case, then this case was really going to be a big deal … ” 

“””This is bad! It’s broken!”” Just as Zhao Yu was thinking about this, amerolla exclaimed and quickly 

typed on the keyboard,””Hu lingye installed a self-destruction program. It’s the sonnix absolute code. I 

can’t handle it, damn it!!!”” ” 

“””Turn off your phone, turn off your phone!”” Ding Lan hurriedly put her hand on the power source. ” 

“””No!”” Amilora shook her head helplessly.””Turning off the power will turn all the documents into 

sonnix’s garbled code, and it will never be restored!”” ” 

“””Then … Then what should we do?”” Ding Lan panicked. If Hu lingye’s files were all destroyed, they 

would lose their only lead. ” 

“””Quick … Dodge!”” Zhao Yu shouted and rushed forward, thinking to himself,””it’s finally time for me 

to show off!”” ” 

Chapter 1648: accident 

 

“””Impossible!”” Seeing that Zhao Yu had terminated the self-destruction program, amerora’s 

expression changed. She looked at Zhao Yu in disbelief and said,””this Sonia algorithm is the most 

advanced computer algorithm. No one can crack it so easily! ” 

“””And …”” She looked at her laptop.””He used my laptop?!”” ” 



“””Yeah …”” Although Ding Lan was also surprised, she was not as surprised as Amelia.””Your computer 

is all in Arabic,”” she said calmly.””Does Zhao Yu know what it is?”” ” 

“””Don’t praise me, don’t praise me, hehehe …”” Zhao Yu said humbly,””these are all child’s play. 

Although I don’t understand Arabic, the principles of computers are the same!”” ” 

“What Zhao Yu said was obviously a lie. Just now, he had spent more than 2400 points to strengthen a 

hacker’s command, which had barely stopped the self-destruction program. ” 

“””Then … You …”” Amiola still couldn’t believe it. “”You were just randomly knocking on the door. How 

… How is that possible?”” ” 

“””Tell me quickly, do you already know about the hidden door or BUG in the Sonia algorithm? Don’t tell 

me … It’s the legendary universal code …”” ” 

“””Alright, these are all unique skills that are only passed down to men, not women!”” After Zhao Yu 

waved his hand to show off, he pointed at Hu lingye’s computer and changed the topic,””let’s hurry and 

see how many things Hu lingye has left.”” ” 

“”” 70% of the files have been deleted!”” Ding Lan said to Zhao Yu regretfully,””if I had known you were 

so powerful, I would have let you do it directly …”” ” 

“Before Ding Lan could finish her sentence, the three of them suddenly heard shouts coming from the 

corridor outside! ” 

Ah? 

“The three of them were shocked. As the corridor outside was unusually quiet, the shouting was 

particularly clear. ” 

“From the very beginning, Ding Lan had been worried that this place might be a trap. Now that he heard 

the commotion, he was naturally extremely nervous. ” 

“””Someone’s here!”” “”Turn off the lights!”” Amiola was equally nervous and quickly told Zhao Yu. ” 

“””No!”” Ding Lan raised her gun and said,””there’s no other way out. Once we’re stuck here, we’ll have 

no chance. We have to get out!”” ” 

“While they were talking, the noise outside became even noisier, and there were even the cries of a 

woman … ” 

“””Shh … Don’t worry,”” Zhao Yu said, listening carefully to the door.””If someone was coming at us, 

they wouldn’t have made any sound so early!”” ” 

“Ding Lan thought for a moment and felt that Zhao Yu was right. If there really was a trap, they would 

have been surrounded by now. ” 

“However, what Ding Lan didn’t know was that, in addition to Zhao Yu’s quick thinking, he also had 

advanced devices like invisible detectors and life detectors in his head. ” 



“Through the image sent by the life detector, he saw that there were indeed six or seven people outside 

the corridor. However, those people stopped somewhere in the corridor and did not move toward the 

secret room they were in. ” 

“Seeing this, amerolaia immediately copied Hu lingye’s data to her tablet. ” 

Ding Lan wasn’t stupid. She quickly made a copy with a USB drive. 

“After the exam, she even grabbed Hu lingye’s laptop, then found a backpack from Hu lingye’s junk and 

put the laptop in the backpack … ” 

“””Let’s go!”” After everything was settled, Ding Lan urged,””no matter what the situation is, we have to 

get out of here first!”” ” 

“At first, Zhao Yu wanted to look for more clues, so he didn’t want to leave so soon, but Ding Lan’s 

urging made sense. ” 

“If they were discovered, then this sealed room would become their fatal weakness, and they would be 

caught like a turtle in a jar. ” 

“Therefore, it was best to leave this place as soon as possible. ” 

“Thus, the three of them turned off the light, walked out of the secret room, and quietly returned to the 

corridor. ” 

“After returning to the corridor, the noisy shouts became clearer. Among them, there was indeed the 

sound of a woman crying. ” 

“The three of them carefully walked a few steps in that direction and discovered that there was actually 

light in the distance. Under the dim light, there were moving figures … ” 

“When they got closer, the three of them finally saw that there were six or seven gang hatchet men with 

tattoos in the area of the mystical Hall that they had seen before. In the middle of them, a thin woman 

was kneeling on the ground and begging for something … ” 

“As the simultaneous translator that Zhao Yu had turned on could translate all kinds of languages, even 

though they were all using Arabic, he quickly understood what they meant. ” 

“””Please, I beg you …”” The woman’s face was pale, and blood was flowing from the corner of her 

mouth. She kept begging,””please let me go!”” I’m only 17 years old, please, I can’t do it, I really can’t 

…”” ” 

Zhao Yu hid in a dark corner and looked at her. He found that the woman was really very young and 

looked very innocent. 

Pa … 

“However, the next second, a fierce-looking brawny man slapped the girl! ” 

This slap was very ruthless. The girl immediately vomited blood and her face was very swollen … 



“””Wu … Wu …”” After being hit, the girl cried helplessly, but she did not dare to cry too loudly. Her 

entire body trembled as she fell into despair … ” 

“””You still don’t understand your current situation,”” the burly man said coldly.””You shouldn’t be 

begging us to let you go, but you should promise us that you will never run away again! ” 

“””Let me tell you, even if you run away and find the police, they will still send you back to us!”” The 

brawny man gave him a contemptuous look.””Do you know why? ” 

“””We used your identity to start a lot of businesses. When the police investigate you, they won’t think 

you’re innocent, even though … You’re very young and inexperienced, Hmph Hmph …”” ” 

“After he finished speaking, the burly man gave a signal with his eyes, and the others immediately 

crossed their arms and legs, lifting a weak young girl in the air. ” 

“””No… No, no, no…”” The young girl was frightened and hurriedly begged for mercy,””I’m … I’m sorry … 

Please, I really won’t do it again next time … Ah …”” ” 

“Before the girl could finish speaking, the clothes on her body were torn apart by the burly man. ” 

“””Hehehe …”” The burly man sneered.””This is the second time you’ve run away. This time, I have to 

teach you a lesson …”” ” 

“As he said that, the burly man began to take off his pants while everyone laughed … ” 

“……” 

“Seeing this infuriating scene, Zhao Yu and the other two looked at each other, but no one spoke at first. 

” 

“But, when amerola noticed that Zhao Yu and Ding Lan’s eyes were not right, she couldn’t help but pull 

them aside and whisper,”” ” 

“””Hey, this kind of thing is normal, we shouldn’t meddle in other people’s business! ” 

“””I’m telling you, this gang has a very strong background in Morocco. We can’t act rashly … Let’s go …”” 

She pointed to the other side of the corridor.””We should be able to go around that way!”” ” 

“……” 

“However, after hearing amilora’s words, Zhao Yu and Ding Lan were still hesitating. Although this 

matter had nothing to do with them, and they were in a foreign country far away, they were still 

hesitant. ” 

“However, they felt that they could not get over their conscience if they just left like that. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Seeing that Zhao Yu and Zhao Yu didn’t move, amerolan said,””don’t forget what we’re 

here to do. This is a time when we shouldn’t get into trouble!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Ding Lan thought for a moment, then nodded and said to Zhao Yu,””she’s right. Let’s … Go 

…”” ” 

“……” 



“However, hearing the screams of the young girl, who was so close to him, how could Zhao Yu move? ” 

“In the end, at this moment, a loud shout was heard, and the situation in the mystical Hall changed. ” 

“At some point in time, a person suddenly rushed into the crowd. He first kicked down a strong man 

who was holding the young girl and pulled the young girl in front of him. ” 

“Then, he raised a pistol and shouted at the gang members,”” ” 

“””Don’t move, don’t move! I’m a police officer from Xuanji!”” ” 

Eh? 

“””Ah!”” Someone shouted. Zhao Yu was surprised. He didn’t expect that the self-proclaimed police 

officer would be a woman, and it sounded very familiar. ” 

“When he peeked again, he was dumbfounded to see that the person holding the gun was the police 

officer, Qianqian Rena! ” 

Chapter 1649: One dragon and three phoenixes (1) 

 

Eh? 

How could it be her? 

“Seeing that the person who had rushed over to save the girl was actually officer Gena, Zhao Yu felt that 

it was incredible. ” 

Ding Lan was stunned for a moment. She was also very surprised. 

“””Hey …”” At this time, amiola was really anxious. She gestured to another road in the corridor and 

urged,””don’t bother with this. Since she’s a police officer, we have to leave quickly!”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Ding Lan pondered for a moment, then said,””Zhao Yu, at this time, we must not let that 

policewoman see us! Otherwise, she would definitely be able to find Hu lingye’s house …”” ” 

“””Hey, hey, hey …”” Before Zhao Yu could speak, he heard the leader, who had already taken off his 

pants, say,””female police officer? Who are you trying to scare? He’s even holding a gun. Is it a real 

gun?”” ” 

“””Do you want to try? I’m telling you, I’m going to save this girl today!”” She heard Rena say 

righteously,””get out of my way immediately!”” ” 

“””It can’t be?”” The brawny man said indifferently,””you should know what this place is, right? So what 

if you are a real police officer? ” 

“””Alright, if you have the guts, try shooting!”” ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Hearing that the two sides were in a deadlock, Zhao Yu was about to leave, but he couldn’t help but 

hesitate. ” 



“””Ah …”” ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu was hiding in a dark corner and peeking again, he suddenly realized that the situation in 

the mysterious Hall had changed again. ” 

“As the girl who had been beaten shouted, a thug suddenly rushed out from behind Rena and pressed 

her arm. ” 

“At the same time, another thug quickly grabbed the girl, causing her to scream in fear. ” 

“The next moment, the thugs swarmed forward and quickly subdued her. Not only did they press her 

against the wall, but they also snatched her pistol! ” 

“””Ah … Ah …”” Rena struggled hard, but she was no match for the many thugs. She couldn’t move at all 

and could only shout,””you Iblis (demons), you’re attacking the police. You’re too bold …”” ” 

“””Hahaha …”” The leader took the pistol. After playing with it for a while, he skillfully removed the 

magazine and laughed.””We don’t care who you are. Since you’re here, don’t even think about 

leaving!”” ” 

“””Yeah, yeah!”” One of the thugs holding Rena down smiled lecherously.””This girl is so voluptuous. It’ll 

be very comfortable to play with her!”” ” 

“””You … You dare!”” Rena struggled with all her might and then spat on the thug’s face. ” 

“””Oh? “”This policewoman is quite fierce …”” The thug wiped the saliva off his face and gave Rena a 

fierce slap. ” 

Pa! 

“Rena’s face was slanted, and blood flowed out of her nose … ” 

“””Ah …”” The little girl was so scared that she screamed and cried loudly,””please … Please, I know I 

was wrong. I won’t do it again. Let her go, I’ll go back with you …”” ” 

“””A policewoman, haha …”” The leader of the strong men threw away the disassembled pistol and then 

laughed at Rena.””Our club has a cosplay series, and we just happen to be short of a policewoman! ” 

“””With your looks, I’ll introduce you to some people. I guarantee that you’ll become the most dazzling 

star here! It’s a policewoman acting in her own character, and it makes people’s desire increase just by 

listening to it, hahahaha …”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu, Zhao Yu …”” In the dark, Ding Lan pulled Zhao Yu again and advised,””let’s go!”” Let me 

remind you, don’t you think that it’s too much of a coincidence for this female police officer to appear 

here? ” 

“””Maybe this is a trap set by them. Let’s not be impulsive …”” ” 

“””This …”” Zhao Yu looked at Ding Lan, then looked at Rena, who had been captured and was on the 

verge of death. He couldn’t help but feel conflicted. ” 



“””Just in time,”” at this time, the leader spoke again,””today, we’re in for a treat. We can try the taste 

of a policewoman first!”” ” 

“””Just in time, I haven’t pulled up my pants yet. Let’s set her up, I can’t wait anymore …”” ” 

“As he spoke, the brawny man walked up to Rena and reached out to tug at her clothes … ” 

“””You … You will regret this … Pfft …”” ” 

“Rena was so scared that her face turned pale. She opened her mouth and wanted to spit, but the 

strong man was quick to react and grabbed Rena’s mouth, making her unable to spit or speak … ” 

“””That’s great, we finally made it today …”” The hatchet men next to him began to move their hands 

and feet, eager to give it a try.””One big and one small, both beautiful. It’s so cool. I think I need at least 

three or four shots …”” ” 

“After he finished speaking, he bent down and began to tear off the young girl’s clothes … ” 

Wuuu … 

Wuuu … 

“Listening to Rena’s muffled cries and the girl’s wails, Zhao Yu couldn’t bear it anymore. He rolled up his 

sleeves and said to Ding Lan and Aurora,””””Alright, you two can go first! ” 

“””Just leave this place to me!”” ” 

“””No!”” “”No way!”” Ding Lan pulled Zhao Yu aside and said firmly,””listen to me, let’s go. We’ll call the 

police as soon as we get out and let the police solve this!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu shook his head. “”What’s the point of waiting for the police to come?”” ” 

“””Ding Lan,”” he pushed Ding Lan’s hand away and said solemnly,””I know that the mission is the most 

important! However, I can’t watch two women being raped! ” 

“””So, I’ll leave the task to you! Leave the matters here to me! Let’s go!”” ” 

“””You …”” Ding Lan was going crazy.””Didn’t I just tell you that this could be a trap … Hey … Hey …”” ” 

“Before Ding Lan could finish, Zhao Yu had already turned around and ran towards where Rena was. ” 

“Because Zhao Yu had the invisible detector and other devices with him, he was very clear that it might 

not be a coincidence that Rena came here, but it was definitely not a trap! ” 

“If it was really a trap, it was impossible for these people to not have any weapons. ” 

“Moreover, even if he had set up a trap, there was no need to use the loss of his virginity as a gimmick. ” 

“So, Zhao Yu didn’t think too much about it. After he rushed over, he was the first to kick the thug in 

front! ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 



The hatchet men were just about to enjoy themselves when they were shocked to see someone rush 

out from the corridor. 

“””Waya!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu shouted, like a tiger that had just been released from its cage. As soon as he rushed into the 

battle, he punched and kicked, knocking down a few enemies. ” 

Clang! 

“He punched the face of the thug who was restraining Jenna with his Iron Fist. The man’s face was 

immediately disfigured, and his body became shorter … ” 

“As her left arm loosened, Rena immediately broke free. She used her left arm to strangle the neck of 

another thug and threw him to the ground using the commonly used method in the police force. In just 

a moment, he had fainted … ” 

“””Ah?”” After seeing this, the leader of the strong men quickly lifted his pants. ” 

“Zhao Yu gave him a roundhouse kick in the stomach, forcing him to back up and hit the wall. ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“At this time, the red-eyed Rena roared and jumped up from the ground. With a kick, she fiercely kicked 

the big man’s vital part! ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“The brawny man let out a shrill scream. His voice was sharp and distorted, and it sounded like a eunuch 

‘s. ” 

“In the next second, he fell to the ground, clutching his vital parts. His whole body twitched, and he 

could no longer get up … ” 

Chapter 1650: One dragon and three phoenixes (2) 

 

Thump … 

“Zhao Yu punched one of the men in the face, causing him to fall backward and fall right on top of Rena. 

” 

“Officer Rena, who was in the middle of a cosmic explosion, immediately grabbed the man’s neck and 

turned him over from her shoulder. ” 

“The man spun in the air, hit the ceiling, and then fell to the ground, out of breath … ” 

“After dealing with this person, the six thugs at the scene had all fallen to the ground and could no 

longer get up. ” 

“””Ah!”” ” 



“However, officer Gena was not satisfied. She immediately raised her foot and stomped on the leader’s 

face, causing his face to be covered in blood and he wailed … ” 

“””Phew … Phew …”” ” 

“After stomping, Rena panted heavily and finally saw who had just saved her. ” 

“””Eh? Zhao Yu, why are you here?”” Rena’s eyes widened and she shouted in surprise,””you … You’re 

really here!”” ” 

“Because of her excitement, Rena shouted the sentence in Arabic, but Zhao Yu had a real-time 

translator with him, so he could naturally understand. ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu spread out his hands and pretended to be surprised.””Hey, what a coincidence!”” 

Isn’t this officer Rena? You … Why are you here?”” ” 

“As Zhao Yu was playing dumb, he saw that Rena’s top was untidy, revealing her colorful undershirt. ” 

“””I …”” Rena quickly tidied up her clothes and said,””I saw your Chevrolet parked outside. I was worried 

that you were in danger, so I came to take a look!”” ” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu finally understood why Rena was here. She must have come after him. 

“Thinking of this, Zhao Yu felt a sense of relief. Fortunately, he had acted in time just now. Otherwise, he 

would feel even more apologetic if something happened to officer Gena while she was looking for him. ” 

“””You guys …”” Rena recalled what had happened before and asked with a sullen expression,””aren’t 

you going to the new moon Hotel?”” Why did he come here? Where’s your beautiful assistant?”” ” 

“””I … Um …”” Zhao Yu could only pretend to be ashamed. It’s all my fault. I’m addicted to gambling, so I 

wanted to come over and play a few rounds to satisfy my craving! ” 

“””We’re going to the new moon Hotel after we’re done!”” ” 

“””Alright, I’m not a kid, don’t lie to me …”” ” 

“Rena squatted down and picked up her pistol, but it had already fallen apart. Its parts and bullets were 

scattered everywhere, and she couldn’t assemble it for a while. ” 

“””Wu…Wuwu …”” At the same time, the poor girl was still curled up in the corner and crying. ” 

“Seeing this, Rena gave up on assembling the pistol, and went over to help the girl up. She then said to 

Zhao Yu,””You must have discovered something, that’s why you’re here! ” 

“””Otherwise, you wouldn’t have appeared in this basement …”” ” 

“””No…”” Zhao Yu quickly clarified,””I was looking for a toilet and got lost. I just happened to pass by 

…”” ” 



“””Alright, you and I serve our own Masters, it’s useless to talk more!”” Rena waved her hand earnestly, 

then took the girl into her arms. She pointed to the thug on the ground and said,””but … Anyway, thank 

you for just now!”” ” 

“””Otherwise, today, the two of us will … Sigh …”” ” 

“””It’s my duty,”” Zhao Yu said humbly.””I’m a hero saving a damsel in distress. You don’t have to repay 

me with your body, hehe …”” ” 

“Seeing that Rena had no reaction to his lame joke, Zhao Yu quickly changed the topic and said,””””Well, 

officer Rena, we can’t stay here for long. Let’s leave first and talk about the matter of marrying her!”” ” 

“””Okay,”” Rena said as she pulled the girl.””Let’s go!”” ” 

“””O-officer …”” The girl suddenly spoke.””There are many other girls like me locked up here. We were 

all kidnapped and abducted. Please, save them!”” ” 

“””They don’t even treat us as humans …”” ” 

“””Well …”” Hearing this, Rena frowned, but she still comforted him.””Don’t worry!”” I’ll report this to 

the higher-ups, and they’ll definitely be saved! ” 

“””However, let’s get out of here first!”” ” 

“Then, the three of them walked towards the exit of the corridor. Zhao Yu turned around to look at the 

end of the corridor. As it was dark, he didn’t know if Ding Lan and amerolan had left safely. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu was still confident in Ding Lan and amerolan’s abilities. ” 

It was indeed not appropriate for them to meet with Rena at this time. 

“Just like that, Zhao Yu led the two ladies out. However, just as they were about to reach the stairs, they 

suddenly heard the sound of hurried footsteps coming from the stairs. ” 

“””Hurry …”” ” 

“Rena quickly motioned to Zhao Yu, and the three of them quickly retreated and hid in a corner. ” 

“Soon, five or six thugs came running down the stairs in a hurry. They were all holding weapons such as 

wooden sticks and iron rods. As soon as they entered the underground corridor, they ran in the 

direction of the mysterious Hall. ” 

“Fortunately, the corridor was dark, and these people ran past Zhao Yu and the other two, but didn’t 

notice them. ” 

“””Oh no,”” Rena said to herself.””Those people have walkie-talkies on them. The people above already 

know that we’re leaving … We’re … In danger …”” ” 

“At this point, Rena quickly took out her mobile phone and wanted to ask for more staff, but because 

they were deep underground, her mobile phone had no signal at all. ” 



“””I have one … Use mine …”” Zhao Yu’s mobile phone was a specially made mobile phone, and its signal 

was stronger than ordinary mobile phones. He quickly took out his mobile phone and wanted to let 

Rena use it. ” 

“However, before Rena could take the phone, a loud shout suddenly came from behind them,”” ” 

“””Hey! He’s here! I saw them!”” ” 

Ah? 

Zhao Yu and the other two were shocked. They turned around and saw that one of the thugs had 

already noticed them and was calling for his companions. 

Damn it! 

“Zhao Yu and Rena looked at each other. Obviously, it was too late to make a phone call, so they had to 

run! ” 

“Thus, the three of them immediately rushed out of the corner and ran towards the stairs. ” 

“””Chase …”” ” 

“The hatchet men caught up, and in the blink of an eye, they were behind him. ” 

“Rena grabbed a wooden box standing in the corridor and threw it at the thugs. The thugs dodged it, 

and the three of them took the opportunity to run up the stairs. ” 

“However, just as they reached the area between the fifth and fourth underground floors, they heard 

even noisier and more hurried footsteps coming from the stairs. ” 

He looked up and saw a large group of people running down from above! 

“These people were all tattooed, fierce-looking thugs. At first glance, they were a large black Mass, and 

there were simply too many to count! ” 

“””Holy sh * t!”” This time, Zhao Yu was a little dumbfounded. When they first came in, they didn’t see 

so many people! ” 

This matter was really … 

“At the same time, the thugs in the corridor had already caught up with them and blocked the three of 

them on the stairs. ” 

“””Ah … Wu … Wu …”” The girl was so scared that she couldn’t even stand. ” 

“On the other hand, there was a look of fear on Rena’s face, and she seemed to have fallen into despair 

… ” 

Alright! 

“Seeing that he was surrounded by enemies from all sides and had no way out, Zhao Yu did not show 

any fear, but a bloodthirsty excitement flashed in his eyes! ” 



“Thinking back, even when he was in the war of vacheria, he had never frowned, let alone these gang 

fighters. ” 

“””Rena,”” looking at the enemies getting closer and closer, Zhao Yu held Rena’s shoulder and said,””I’ll 

leave the people below to you, and I’ll take care of the people above!”” ” 

“””Above?”” Rena was dumbfounded. Looking at the crowd, she thought Zhao Yu was talking in his 

sleep. ” 

“””That’s enough,”” Zhao Yu rolled up his sleeves and clenched his fists, then said indifferently,””when 

we meet on a narrow road, the madman wins. Don’t say anything else, just do it!”” ” 

 


